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1. Motivation

Scientific and machine learning applications are increasingly

computing on sparse data, i.e., data where a large fraction of

values are zeros. In this work, we focus on accelerating sparse

matrix-sparse matrix multiplication (SPMSPM), a key kernel

that lies at the heart of many sparse algorithms, like sparse deep

neural networks [5,10], sparse linear and tensor algebra [8,13],

graph analytics [3, 7], and scientific simulations [1].

SPMSPM has two key characteristics that make it challeng-

ing to accelerate. First, SPMSPM is bottlenecked by memory

traffic and data movement: it requires far fewer arithmetic op-

erations per input element than dense matrix multiplication,

and its inputs and outputs typically use a compressed repre-

sentation that omits zeros but is more complicated to traverse,

requiring irregular and indirect accesses. Thus, to be effec-

tive, accelerators must minimize data movement, rather than

compute operations. Second, SPMSPM has a rich algorithmic

diversity: it admits a wide range of dataflows (i.e., computa-

tion schedules) with different tradeoffs, and some dataflows

have asymptotically worse performance on particular inputs.

Thus, accelerators must achieve efficiency though specializa-

tion while avoiding the inefficiencies of using a suboptimal

SPMSPM dataflow.

2. Limitations of the State of the Art

Prior work has proposed SPMSPM accelerators that greatly

improve performance over CPUs and GPUs. And yet, these

accelerators have focused on one of two SPMSPM dataflows,

inner-product [6, 12] or outer-product [9, 15], which suffer

from poor input or output reuse, leading to high traffic that

limits speedups. Gustavson’s algorithm [4] does not suffer

from these problems but features irregular memory access

patterns that are a poor match to prior accelerators.

In SPMSPM, inputs and output matrices are encoded in a

compressed sparse representation, where each row or column

is encoded as a fiber, a list of coordinates and nonzero values

sorted by coordinate. Compressed sparse data structures avoid

encoding frequent zero values, but can only efficiently be tra-

versed in a particular order, and require indirect accesses to

locate each fiber. SPMSPM requires accessing variable-sized

fibers and intersecting or combining them. These operations

are inefficient on CPUs and GPUs.

Accelerators like UCNN [6] and SIGMA [12] implement

inner-product SPMSPM. Inner-product produces the output

matrix one element at a time, by intersecting rows and columns

of the input matrices. Inner-product maximizes output reuse

but sacrifices reuse of the input matrices, and is inefficient with

very sparse matrices, as it is dominated by the cost of intersec-

tions. Intersections are inefficient because all of the elements

of the rows and columns must be traversed, but few row and

column elements have a matching coordinate and contribute

to the output. Thus, most of the intersection is ineffectual.

By contrast, accelerators like OuterSPACE [9] and

SpArch [15] implement outer-product SPMSPM. Outer-

product computes the output one partial matrix at a time, by

traversing each row and column of the input matrices once

and producing a partial output matrix that includes all of their

contributions. Outer-product achieves good reuse of the input

matrices and avoids inner-product’s ineffectual intersections,

at the cost of producing many large partial output matrices

that must be combined (merged) to produce the final output.

Outer-product accelerators are thus burdened with significant

partial output matrix traffic and the complexity associated with

combining those partial output matrices.

Accelerators include multiple optimizations over these ba-

sic dataflows to mitigate their inefficiencies, such as tiling and

preprocessing the input matrices. Nonetheless, they are ham-

pered by the fundamental drawbacks of inner- or outer-product,

and incur order-of-magnitude traffic inefficiencies. For exam-

ple, Fig. 3 in the paper shows that these accelerators incur

14–1045× more traffic than needed on two representative ma-

trices. Since SPMSPM is memory-bound on accelerators, these

traffic overheads translate to performance degradations.

3. Key Insights

The key insight in this paper is to leverage Gustavson’s al-

gorithm [4], an alternative SPMSPM dataflow passed over by

previous hardware designs, to build a far more efficient and

versatile accelerator. Gustavson computes the output matrix

one row of a time, by traversing rows of A and linearly combin-

ing (i.e., scaling and reducing) the rows of B for which the row

of A has nonzero values. Gustavson is more efficient because

it avoids the extremes of inner- and outer-product dataflows.

While Gustavson does not get as much reuse of a single value

as inner- or outer-product dataflows, it gets reuse of modestly

sized rows. Unlike outer-product, Gustavson requires combin-

ing partial output rows rather than partial output matrices, a

simpler operation on much smaller intermediates that more

easily fit on-chip; and unlike inner-product, Gustavson avoids



ineffectual intersections and poor input reuse.

Leveraging Gustavson in SPMSPM acceleration requires

new architectural support to adapt to its characteristics, namely

its irregular reuse. Gustavson also has qualitatively different

benefits in hardware than in software: while nearly every high-

performance CPU and GPU SPMSPM implementation is a

variant of Gustavson’s, software versions leverage Gustavson

mainly to reduce the cost of merging fibers, which is their

dominant overhead. By contrast, Gustavson’s key benefit in

accelerators is reducing memory traffic.

Specifically, we present GAMMA, the Gustavson-Algorithm

Matrix-Multiplication Accelerator. GAMMA combines three

key features to exploit Gustavson’s algorithm:

1. GAMMA uses simple processing elements (PEs) that lin-

early combine sparse input rows to produce each output row.

PEs implement high-radix mergers that combine many input

rows (e.g., 64 in our design) in a single pass, reducing work

and memory accesses. Instead of expensive high-throughput

mergers as in prior work [15], GAMMA uses simple one-out-

put-per-cycle mergers that take 27× less area. GAMMA then

relies on Gustavson’s row-level parallelism to achieve high

throughput efficiently, using tens of PEs to perform many

combinations in parallel. Thus, GAMMA concurrently pro-

cesses thousands of compressed sparse fibers, variable-sized

rows from inputs or partial outputs.

2. GAMMA uses a novel storage structure, FIBERCACHE, to

efficiently buffer the thousands of fibers required by the

PEs. FIBERCACHE is organized as a cache to capture Gus-

tavson’s irregular reuse patterns. However, FIBERCACHE is

managed explicitly [11], like a large collection of buffers, to

proactively fetch missing fibers ahead of time and avoid PE

stalls. This saves megabytes of dedicated on-chip buffers.

3. GAMMA dynamically schedules work among PEs to ensure

high utilization and minimize memory traffic despite the

irregular nature of Gustavson’s algorithm.

GAMMA outperforms prior accelerators on a wide range of

inputs. However, GAMMA still incurs more traffic than needed

on some inputs. To address this issue, we propose a prepro-

cessing technique that combines row reordering and tiling of

some rows of one matrix input. Preprocessing further improves

GAMMA’s performance and avoids pathologies across the full

range of inputs.

4. Main Artifacts

• We present GAMMA, a practical implementation of an ef-

ficient accelerator that implements Gustavson’s algorithm

for SPMSPM. This includes the design of PEs that leverage

a simple high-radix merger to efficiently perform the key

computation needed by Gustavson’s algorithm and the de-

sign of a novel cache-like structure that performs efficient

data orchestration of sparse fibers.

• We present data preprocessing techniques that reorder the

rows of the matrices and also selectively tile rows of the

matrices to improve the efficiency of GAMMA.

• We synthesize GAMMA to project its hardware costs and

compare them to prior accelerators.

• We evaluate GAMMA’s performance and memory efficiency

with detailed simulation on a wide range of sparse matrices.

5. Key Results and Contributions

• We show that Gustavson’s dataflow is often more efficient

than the other two SPMSPM dataflows. But it is challenging

to implement in accelerators due to its use of less regular

access patterns than previously implemented dataflows.

• We build GAMMA, a novel SPMSPM accelerator to imple-

ment a dataflow inspired by Gustavson’s algorithm. The ac-

celerator combines specialized PEs, that efficiently compute

linear combinations of rows, a novel cache-like structure

to capture Gustavson’s irregular reuse, and dynamic task

scheduling to achieve high utilization despite irregularity.

• We propose preprocessing techniques that boost GAMMA’s

effectiveness by generating a reference pattern that reduces

memory traffic.

• We evaluate GAMMA under a broad range of matrices, show-

ing large performance gains and memory traffic reductions

over prior systems. Compared to the state-of-the-art accel-

erator, SpArch, GAMMA improves performance by 2.1×
with a smaller area budget. GAMMA reduces total DRAM

traffic by 2.2× on average and by up to 13×, reduces non-

compulsory DRAM traffic by 13× on average, and achieves

nearly full DRAM bandwidth utilization. GAMMA delivers

larger benefits over OuterSPACE and a state-of-the-art soft-

ware SPMSPM. Moreover, GAMMA is effective on a much

broader range of sparse matrices.

6. Why ASPLOS

Accelerators are a common topic for ASPLOS, and this paper

is particularly well suited because it melds insights and tech-

niques from software and hardware in different ways. First, we

focus on exploiting a dataflow that has been underexplored in

hardware despite being widely used in software implementa-

tions. Our work shows that, with the right architectural support,

Gustavson’s algorithmic advantages confer significant benefits

in hardware, although these benefits are different from soft-

ware. Our work aligns software and hardware implementations

around a common algorithm. Second, this work accelerates

SPMSPM, which is widely used in machine learning, graph an-

alytics, and linear algebra. By providing hardware support for a

more efficient and versatile dataflow, GAMMA can simplify the

development of programming stacks in these domains, such as

compilers and optimizations for sparse data [2, 8, 14]. Finally,

this work illustrates the effectiveness of hardware-software

co-design by exploring specific approaches to preprocessing

of matrices that both reorder rows and selectively tile some

rows to improve efficiency.
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